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SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL
The eligibility to the TOB premium as currently defined is too restrictive. The aim and the purpose of the proposal is:
- to make a limited change to avoid any inappropriate conditions and
- to ask the secretariat to conduct a study to assess the costs to T/PCC associated with maintaining certain TOBs over time, and to propose a suitable premium to offset these costs.

PROPOSED TEXT FOR 2023 COE MANUAL
In chapter 2 para 7 bis, Chapter 8, para 18 bis and 18 quarter:

(a) 7 bis. Extended temporary operating bases deployment premium: An incentive provided to military and police units that have been ordered to deploy to more than three temporary operating bases for a cumulative period of more than twelve months, one year in one peacekeeping budget period for mandate-related tasks and operational requirements. These extended deployments should be caused by extreme
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and unpredictable situations that: (a) result in a broader-than-anticipated deployment footprint; and (b) create a dynamic mission operational environment preventing the timely update of the statement of unit requirements.

(b) 18 bis. The extended temporary operating bases deployment premium is a stand-alone incentive provided to military and police units that have been ordered to deploy to more than three temporary operating bases for a cumulative period of more than twelve months one year in one peacekeeping budget period for mandate-related tasks and operational requirements. These extended deployments should be caused by extreme and unpredictable situations that: (a) result in a broader-than-anticipated deployment footprint; and (b) create a dynamic mission operational environment preventing the timely update of the statement of unit requirements. The request for the premium should be approved by the Force Commander of the mission where the units are deployed. If the extreme conditions stabilize and the dispersed footprint is still operationally required, the statement of unit requirements should be updated to reflect the revised operational requirements.

(c) Formed units that have been ordered to deploy to more than three temporary operating bases for a cumulative period of more than twelve months one year in one peacekeeping budget period for mandate-related tasks and operational requirements. This requirement for a dispersed operational footprint should be based on an extreme and unpredictable situation.

PROPOSED TEXT FOR 2023 COE REPORT

The COE WG requests that the Secretariat conducts a study before the COE WG meeting in 2026 and assess the costs incurred by T/PCC in maintaining TOBs. The study should also assess the national cost data baseline for TOB employment and propose a suitable premium to offset these costs. The WG and Secretariat agree the caveat that actual reimbursement may not necessarily reflect the reality on the costs incurred in the field.